
Pure accuracy

Even and precise colour gradation 

Ordinary LCD panels usually work with generic microchips (ASIC), which use 8bit, or 10bit Look-Up-

Tables at best and generally display colour transitions poorly. This is particularly visible if we observe the 

grey colour. The course is linked into lines or strips and can sometimes have a colour other than grey. 

This is referred to as the Clipping process. 

In order for ColorGraphic LCD monitors to display 

colour transitions softly and smoothly, they are 

equipped with 10bit or 12bit LUTs (Look-Up-Table). 

The ASIC chip is developed in-house by EIZO. If the 

monitor was calibrated using the ColorNavigator

software, 8bit data from the computer are transferred

inside the monitor to 10bit data during the Multi-Level-

Conversion process. After the calibration process, the 

optimum value is transferred to the 10 or 12 bit LUT 

(1021 or 4091 gradations) in order to achieve the most 

accurate Gamma value. This secures a softer and 

smoother colour gradation than any ordinary LCD

monitor without the EIZO microchip can achieve.   

Hardware calibration for ColorGraphic LCD monitors is performed using the EIZO ColorNavigator software 

and a colorimeter or spectrophotometer. When calibrating the white point, Gamma or brightness, no 

picture gradation is lost since the correction is conducted inside the monitor and the LUT table is large 

enough. The ColorNavigator software communicates directly with the monitor’s LUT table and therefore 

controls the very fine colour settings. The result: no stripes or other artefacts appear.  

The 8bit LUT table includes 16.7 million shades of colour (24 bit). 10 and 12 bit LUT tables have a pallet 

made up of 1 billion colours (30 bit), or 68 billion colours (36 bit).
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The grey transition on a ColorGraphic LCD monitor (right) is even and smooth in comparison to the standard LCD 

(left)
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Exact and smooth gradation of colour tones 

(here in blue) for a realistic represtntation of 

digital images with a 10-bit LUT
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